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Abstract — High class kinematic groups are commonly present as the consisting components of complex industrial mechanisms. Their geometric and kinematic description can not be done in a standard way. Due to the
extensive use of computers, development of efficient analytical methods gains more importance. In this paper a
new method for describing this class of mechanisms is proposed. The basic idea of this method is to decompose
the high class kinematic group to second class kinematic groups. Systems of equations are obtained from the
kinematic constrains in the linkage. Position of the mechanism is obtained through fixed point iteration method.
This method is very efficient and quickly gives accurate solutions concerning the position of mechanism.
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1. Introduction
In search for mechanism that can fulfill certain task it is interesting to examine those with kinematic groups of
higher classes because they can offer multiple solutions. Existence of multiple solutions means that high class
kinematic group and therefore, the whole mechanism, can be assembled in various configurations which can be
further optimized. As the position analysis is performed on the level of kinematic groups, the complexity of the
problem depends on the structure of the mechanism being analyzed, namely on the class of the kinematic groups
creating it. For the second class groups of the different forms the analytical relations determining positions of the
moving links have been derived in the explicit form [1]. Determination of the links position in the higher class
groups is more complex, which results from the complex structure of such mechanism. Most of the methods
used so far lead to a system of highly nonlinear equations which makes finding the explicate solution impossible.
Numerical methods are commonly applied for solving this system of equations [2]. Application of these methods
has many problems:
For the method convergence, the starting values of variables must be close to exact solutions which require
sketching of system configuration.
Absence of convergence exists when system is very close to singular positions.
Non-linear equations always have multiple solutions, number of which is unknown.
Method presented in this paper can easily overcome mentioned problems. The basic idea of this method is to
decompose the high class kinematic group to second class kinematic groups (dyads). Systems of equations are
obtained from the kinematic constrains in the linkage. Position of the mechanism is obtained through fixed point
iteration method [3], [4].
2. General concepts of kinematic group analysis
2.1. Kinematic analysis of the second class kinematic
group
Position analysis of high class kinematic group will
be performed by using standard modules – group of
equations describing particular type of dyad.  Module
form will be explained, especially its input and output
parameters which becomes very important when
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establishing relationship between standard module and specific problem. Module equations are derived following
principles presented in [1]. Three modules with its graphic presentations will be introduced, each describing one
typical second class kinematic group.
General form of the dyad consisting of two links connected by rotational joint is presented in Fig. 1. External joints
B1 and B2 are of the rotational type so this type of dyad is called RRR type. Positions of the external joints B1 and


B2 rB1 ( x B1 , y B1 ), rB 2 ( x B 2 , y B 2 ) are known, while position of the middle joint B3 has to be determined.
Vector equation describing dyad is:

 
 
rB1 + r1 = rB 2 + r2 = rB 3

(1)

After some transformations position angle of link 1 can be obtained as:
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Sign ± represents two possible configurations of dyad assembly (Fig. 1. –full and dotted line).
Now, position of joint B3 is calculated as:
x B 3 = x B1 + r1 cos j

y B 3 = y B1 + r1 sin j

1

(3)

1

Beside position of joint B3, output parameter can also be position angle of link 2 in the following form:
j

2

 y − y B2
= arctan B 3
 x B3 − x B2






(4)

Dyad presented in Fig. 2 consists of two links connected by
rotational joint, first link’s end joint is rotational and second one’s
is translational (type RRT).

Positions of external joints B1 and B2 – rB1 ( x B1 , y B1 ) and

rB 2 ( x B 2 , y B 2 ) , angular position of the guide 2k ( j 2 k ) and angle
θ between the guide 2k and the sliding link 2 are known, while
position of middle joint B3 has to be determined. Vector equation
describing dyad is:

 

 
rB1 + r1 = rB 2 + r2 k + r2 = rB 3

(5)

Unknown distance r2k can be calculated as:
r2 k 1 2 = −g ± g 2 − a

2

(6)

− b 2 + r12

where:
a = (x B 2 − x B1 )+ r2 cos(j

b = (y B 2 − y B1 )+ r2 sin(j

g = a cos j

2k

+ b sin j

2k
2k

+q)

+q)
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Sign ± represents two possible dyad assembly configurations. Now, position of joint B3 can be obtained as:
x B 3 = x B 2 + r2 k cos j

2k

y B 3 = y B 2 + r2 k sin j

2k

+ r2 cos(j

+ r2 sin(j

Position angle of link 1 is:
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= arctan B 3

 x B 3 − x B1 

(9)
Dyad presented in Fig. 3 consists of two links connected by
translational joint, first and second link’s end is rotational (type RTR).


Positions of external joints B1 and B2 rB1 ( x B1 , y B1 ), rB 2 ( x B 2 , y B 2 )
and angle θ between the links are known, while position of middle
joint B3 has to be determined. Vector equation describing dyad is:

 
 
rB1 + r1 = rB 2 + r2 = rB 3

(10)

Variable length r1 can be obtained as:
r1 = r + r2 cos q =

(B B ) − (r
2

1

2

2

sin q )2 + r2 cos q

(11)

Position angle of link 1 becomes:
 r2 + B B 2 − r2 
 y − y B1 
1 2
2 
 ± arccos 1
= arctan B 2


2 r1 B1 B2
 x B 2 − x B1 


±
Sign represents two possible dyad assembly configurations.
j
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(12)

Now, position of joint B3 can be obtained as:
x B 3 = x B1 + r1 cos j

y B 3 = y B1 + r1 sin j

1

(13)

1

Position angle of link 2 is:
j

2

 y − y B2
= arctan B 3
 x B3 − x B2






(14)

2.2 Kinematic analysis of the third class kinematic group
General case of the third class kinematic group with vectors describing its position is presented in Fig. 4. It is
of the RR-RR-RR type –central link 4 is connected by rotational joints with binary links 1, 2, and 3, which are
furthermore, connected to the rest of the mechanism by rotational joints also. Points A, B and C are called internal,
and D, E and F external ones.
Positions of all external points are known while positions of the
internal points A, B and C have to be determined. In order to
perform position analysis the third class kinematic group will be
decomposed into three second class kinematic groups which will be
analyzed using modules described in 2.1.
   
STEP 1 – assuming φ1 (φ10), obtaining r1 , rA ( r10 , rA0 )
First, initial value for angle φ1 has to be assumed. Position of point
A can be then calculated as:



rA = rD + r1

(15)


STEP 2 – forming first dyad, obtaining rB0
Links BA and BE form a dyad described by:
 

 
rA + r41 = rE + r2 = rB

(16)
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This equation corresponds to eq. (1) in modul describing RRR dyad. Using equations (2)-(3) position of point B
is obtained. Since angle φ2 has two completely distinctive solutions (see eq. (2) – signs ± ) there will be also two


solutions for both φ41 and rB . One sign i.e. one solution (φ2, φ41, rB ) has to be chosen in order to continue.

STEP 3 – forming second dyad, obtaining rC0
Links CF and CB form a RRR dyad:
 

 
rB + r42 = rF + r3 = rC

(17)

Using equations (2)-(3) position of point C is obtained. Again, the angle φ3 has two distinctive solutions leading to


two solutions for both φ42 and rC . One set (φ3,φ42, rC ) has to be chosen in order to continue.


STEP 4 – forming third dyad, obtaining r11 , φ11, rA1
Now, a dyad of type RRR (links AC and AD)  is formed:
 

 
rC + r43 = rD + r1 = rA

(18)


Using equations (2)-(3) position of point A is obtained. One solution for φ1 (φ11) and thus for φ43 and rA has to be
chosen.
Presented procedure enables establishing of the following relationship:
j

1

= f (j

1

)

(19)

If a function f (j 1 ) fulfils certain conditions (discussed in 2.3. ), than equation (19) can be solved using fixed point
iteration method [3].
In presented case, this method has a following form:


Eqs. (15)-(18) describe first iteration. With φ11, new value r11 for vector r1 is obtained. Difference between new and
starting value is an error vector:




Dr11 = r10 − r11

(20)

 2
 
Second iteration is initiated with φ11 ( r11 , rA1 ), in order to obtain φ12 ( r12 , rA ). The succeeding iterations are done in
the previously shown way. The procedure is interrupted when the following condition is met:


Dr1n < e

(21)


In this way error vector is significantly reduced in each iteration –vector r1 converges towards its accurate value
(solution) and so does angle φ1. In most cases only few iterations are necessary for the condition (21) to be met.
All three dyads (Eqs. (16)-(18)), which this third class kinematic group is consisted of, have two solutions (assembly
configurations), so there are, in total, 2 3 = 8 different sets of vector equations that can describe the mechanism.
It is very important to emphasize that, using previously described procedure; each set of equations gives a unique
solution for each kinematic parameter, which means eight different mechanism configurations. Real solutions are
determined by examining, one by one, all of the eight sets.
Set of equations
First dyad sign
Second dyad sign
Third dyad sign

1
+
+
+

2
+
+

3
+
+

4
+
+
-

5
+
-

6
+
-

7
+

8
-

Table 1. Eight sets of equations describing eight possible mechanism configurations
2.3. Real solutions and convergence existance
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Before implementing fixed point iteration method to solve Eq. (19) for φ1, necessary conditions for method
convergence have to be investigated [3]. Analytical form of f (j 1 ) can be extremely complex, so combination of
numerical and graphical procedures is used.
Starting with arbitrary φ1, through Eqs. (15)-(18)  
value of y = f (j 1 ) is calculated. In this way, varying
φ1 from 0° to 360°, graph of f (j 1 ) is plotted where
nonreal values are omitted. Figure 5. presents its four
possible forms: f 1 (j 1 ) to f 4 (j 1 ). Real solutions
of  (21) are found as intersection of f (j 1 ) graph
and line y = j 1 . From Fig. 5 it can be seen that
j 1 = f1 (j 1 ), j 1 = f 3 (j 1 ) and j 1 = f 4 (j 1 ) give real
solutions for φ1. Since interval of φ1 in which we seek
the solution is not prescribed, it is not important that
f 4 (j 1 ) is defined for all values of φ1, while other
three are not.
Initial value of φ1, which will be used in fixed point
iteration method, is picked from closed interval
around the intersection point of f (j 1 ) and y = j 1 ,
for example for f 1 (j 1 ) interval will be [300°,350°] .
In that way first necessary condition for convergence
is fulfilled – 300 ° < j 1 < 350 ° ⇒ 300 ° < f 1 (j 1 )< 350 °
. Second condition is that function f 1 (j 1 ) has to be continuous in [300°,350°] that can be easily checked from the
graph. The third condition –max f 1' (j 1 ) < 1 in the interval, can be checked visually, but also calculated and plotted
as shown in Fig.5. So, there exist a unique solution for f 1 (j 1 ) = α  of  (21) in [300°,350°] and for any initial guess
from [300°,350°] iteration procedure will converge to α.
It is obvious that a graph y = f (j 1 ) has to be plotted for each set of vector equations (Table 1.) – in case of third
class kinematic group there will be eight of them. Set that does not lead to real solution is automatically discarded.
For other sets, fixed point iteration procedure is invoked with initial value for φ1 picked from interval observed
on the particular graph. Unique solution for φ1 and thereby for all other kinematic parameters of the third class
kinematic group can be calculated with prescribed accuracy.
3. Calculations and comments
Mechanism of the press is presented in Fig. 6. Position (and later velocity and acceleration) of the point F on the
output link has to be determined. Position angle φ2, as well as angular velocity and acceleration of the input link 2
are known. Since velocity and acceleration analysis yield to linear equation problem, prime concern is going to be
mechanism position analysis, namely determination of its initial position. With known initial position mechanism
motion simulation is easily solved as subsequent array of finite displacement problems. Mechanism shown in Fig.
6. is a complex one consisting of three kinematic groups (Fig. 7.): the first class kinematic group –input link 2, the
second class kinematic group – links 3 and 4 and the third class kinematic group – links 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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Data for the complex mechanism (Fig. 6.) are:

Kinematic analysis will be performed in exactly the same order as the mechanism assembly.
First, position of point A is calculated: x A = 0

y A = –85mm.
−85 m

Next, two solutions for point B, i.e. two assembly configurations of the four bar mechanism OABC are obtained
(Fig. 8.).

Fig. 8. Possible assembly configurations of  the four bar mechanism OABC
Now, following the procedure described in 2. position analysis of the third class kinematic group is performed.
Position of points A and B (from the first phase) and G and α (connection to the ground link) are known. Positions of
internal joints D, E and F are determined. Procedure has to be executed twice, first time for the four bar mechanism
solution 1. and next for the four bar mechanism solution 2. For the first case (Fig. 9.) there exists four real solutions,
as well as for  the second one (Fig. 10).
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Complete mechanism configurations are obtained as combinations of four bar mechanism solutions and the
corresponding third class group solutions:
Solution 1. + Solution 1.1 = Complete mechanism 1.;  Solution 1. + Solution 1.2 = Complete mechanism 2.
Solution 1. + Solution 1.3 = Complete mechanism 3.;  Solution 1. + Solution 1.4 = Complete mechanism 4.
Solution 2. + Solution 2.1 = Complete mechanism 5.;  Solution 2. + Solution 2.2 = Complete mechanism 6.
Solution 2. + Solution 2.3 = Complete mechanism 7.;  Solution 2. + Solution 2.3 = Complete mechanism 8.

4. Conclusion
In this paper a method for position analysis of the mechanisms with high class kinematic groups is proposed.
Mechanism is decomposed to its constitutive parts (kinematic groups). Kinematic analysis is then performed for
each kinematic group separately, strictly following the order of the mechanism assembly. For the second class
kinematic groups of the different forms the analytical relations determining positions of the moving links have
been derived in the explicit form. As for high class kinematic groups, basic idea of method is to decompose it the
to second class kinematic groups (dyads). System of equations describing its position are then obtained from the
kinematic constrains in the linkage. Its solution is obtained through fixed point iteration method. Analysis of each
kinematic group can lead to multiple solutions, so mechanism configurations are obtained as combinations of the
corresponding kinematic group solutions. The procedure that allows easy recognition of real solutions and choosing
initial parameter values that ensures convergence of fixed point iteration method is developed.Example presented
in paper includes third class kinematic group but method is applicable to any high class kinematic group.Presented
method is developed primarily for position analysis; nevertheless it can be also used for velocity and acceleration
analysis –following procedure described in 2.2. but using expressions for velocity and acceleration kinematical
parameters instead.   
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